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…Feb. + 27/28/29 July 2016 
What spiritual teachers do not See or Live 

An Overview 
 

Spirituality, or rather let’s say spiritual paths are born out of the womb of Ego. This 
seems not a lucky start if the (hidden) goal of that same spirituality is to go Beyond the Ego, 
to be liberated from the burden of ‘self’. The hidden goal, indeed – for most seekers on the 
spiritual path are not seriously busy with Seeing (the struggle with) the(ir) ego, and they will 
never be. (Anyway, it’s not very common, to say the least, in cases where someone is 
consciously struggling with the ego, that at the end of that struggle it is finally surrendered. 
There are Bigger Forces at Work than ego struggling with itself.) 

Normal life on earth is not only inherently unsatisfactory but also inherently painful. 
To have a better life – in itself a normal human tendency, and also most animals usually seek 
a nice warm place rather than a cold one – other, subtler, spheres of life are explored. The 
spiritual planes appear(ed) to be less painful indeed or can even provide the opposite: bliss, 
joy, feelings of oneness or connectedness, peaceful states, a (seemingly) deeper understanding 
of life, more ‘heart’, feeling of power, a sense of accepting life as it comes and is (including 
accepting oneself), feeling lighter, finding a sensible purpose in one’s life, self-realization, 
states that seem to be or are beyond ego or beyond self… 

Spiritual teachers are there to guide us to one or more of these desirable states. They 
help us to improve the quality of our life, in general to feel better with ourselves. The focus is 
especially on our inner life but it is generally believed that if the inner state ‘improves’ this 
will be reflected also in our outer circumstances. 

Especially since the last 10 to 15 years there is quite a boom in the number of teachers 
in the many fields of spirituality. It seems as if this, becoming a (successful) spiritual teacher, 
earning one’s living by it and especially having something BEAUTIFUL to give to people, 
helping them, is a new spiritual asset on the list of desirables. 

Who are these teachers? Do they appear just like that and work selflessly to help you 
find your deepest Truth? Are they capable of guiding you to what you somewhere seem to 
want? Do they have clarity in what they are doing, clarity on where they try to guide you? Do 
they, supposing that everyone is the same in the end, have a general story to ‘sell’ that is the 
same for everyone or can they work individually with people? Can they help you at all, or do 
you merely receive a new mind-set of beliefs and, to a certain extent, even feelings? Can they 
upgrade you, as you assume or hope? 

 It’s certainly not so that in the past teachers were without ego, but the current boom 
of ego nestling in the arena of teachers is unprecedented indeed. 

Since the teachers (may) have quite some influence on people – although we must not 
exaggerate this – I would like to give an overview here in this hearticle on the main issues 
concerning teachers and their capability of teaching: what the teachers do not See nor live, 
generally speaking. Where, at what points do they fail the Test of Truth? Many people, pupils, 
followers, seekers, interested people, do not have the Eye and open Heart to See and Feel (in a 
direct way) through the limitation and deluding character if it is about the (supposed) Eye and 
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heart of the teachers. It is true, I do not balance the pros and cons in this hearticle regarding 
teachers’ endeavours. The (hidden or overt) claims from the teachers and the very big 
discrepancy with reality is in itself enough reason to not be bothered by an honest weighing 
out of pros and cons. Settling accounts has its own value, certainly if it can open people’s Eye 
for what is usually hidden, what teachers hide from their public, purposefully or 
unconsciously, and certainly also if people put their trust and sometimes their whole lives in 
the hands of the teachers (which is their ‘own’ Responsibility, by the way, even if people are 
not Responsible when they cannot See (clearly)1). 

Inherently, spiritual teachers teach things that are not so obvious but can, possibly, be 
Seen, felt, experienced in the subtler spheres of life. This makes it (much) more difficult for 
people to distinguish if it is true what the teachers tell us or show us, (much) more than in the 
material world. If an MP3 player you just bought doesn’t work it is obvious something is 
wrong. If a teacher says, for instance, you need to balance your male and female energies, this 
might sound good to you, or to your ego, but without an overview you cannot check to see if 
it is true. If you had the overview you wouldn’t listen any more anyway. 

The background of writing this hearticle is the Law of Duality. Where defilement and 
dilution occur, where the Lie shows its head, also (the Force of) Purification comes into 
existence. 

There are, of course, many kinds of teachers and, also, they teach on and for different 
planes of the (spiritual) reality. This hearticle is anyway not meant to ‘bash’ individual 
teachers, even though a few famous ones are mentioned as an example here and there, to 
clarify and illustrate things rather than to nail them at the cross. Still it claims to be able to say 
in general things about spiritual teachers. Exceptions will always be there and all the better so. 
Unfortunately or not, reality is not so simple that we only need to distinguish the good 
teachers from the (many) deluded and deluding ones. Usually reality is rather messy and grey 
instead of black and white – though not necessarily unfair. 

Despite this seeing of things in perspective, most teachers qualify for gloriously 
failing the Test of Truth in all the issues that will be brought up, not for just one or two of 
them. 

To be honest, most of the most developed and beautiful human beings I have met, 
seen or felt, were no teacher. It’s not bad to bear in mind that it is not per se so that our most 
developed beings are a teacher. One can be a great or skilful teacher, or even a teacher who 
has realized a fundamental part of Reality, if yet his or her Heart is not developed accordingly 
then I dare to question the sense and truthfulness of the entire teaching of that one, not just of 
parts of it. 
 

Teachers can only teach if there are people listening to them. Teachers are, usually 
sub- or half-consciously, aware of the fact they must offer something that the ego of the 

                                                
1 If one’s seeming nature refuses to Surrender into Responsibility – Responsibility as Only the Heart 

shows and Is – it is not becoming (nor True) to hold a teacher responsible for believing what a 
teacher ‘sells’ as true while in fact it is not or only partially. 
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public likes to hear or feel. If there is not any form of offering hope on fulfilling the (hidden) 
dreams of the listeners, the public, then the halls will be almost or completely empty. The ego 
of the teacher is not amused by the latter idea. Not many are the Bodhidharmas who sit 
talking to a real wall of stone rather than to a public that does not really Listen. 

Let’s start with the biggest Lie teachers willingly pour into the world, into people’s 
confused minds. Without or usually with words, secretly or even openly, they pretend they 
can make an end to people’s suffering or at least make a (small or considerable) contribution 
to this seemingly noble purpose – if only people would listen to them and act and think 
according to how they see things, apply the teachings or practices correctly and thoroughly. 
They pretend they have something, knowledge, Insight or a special energy or state, by which, 
if people let it go thoroughly through them, the end to one’s suffering will be there or at least 
be closer within reach. The teaching is good and sound, the teacher perfect (and in his 
perfection and in accordance with the spiritual rules he says that he is not perfect), the 
transmission complete and harmonious, the practices have proven themselves, so it depends 
on the receiver, the listener if they can allow the gift of the teacher. If people cannot (fully) 
receive the gift, then they are supposed to be still attached to suffering and more time is 
needed, more dedication, more inner work, more understanding, more experience or 
whatever, before the beauty and depth of the gift of the teacher can be (fully) tasted, 
internalized and implemented in one’s daily life. 

Almost the entire spiritual enterprise is based on the unconscious idea that we can 
manipulate ourselves into a better life, with better feelings, deeper consciousness, more 
fulfilment, less or no pain. The idea that we can bend the subtle reality to how we – our ego – 
would want reality to be, has no ground in reality itself. It is part of the American Dream 
which is firmly rooted in the lap of Ego, in the hallelujah of Illusion. The American Dream 
has not only its material side but also its subtler, supposedly spiritual, face. Reality itself is 
not impressed by wishful thinking, by faking, by hoping, by imaginations. Putting a Buddha 
statue on your altar, in the house or in the garden – something that is quite popular nowadays 
– doesn’t mean you understand anything of Buddhism that says life is inherently 
unsatisfactory. Who wants to be reminded again and again of the fact that life is painful and 
there is no escape, every time we look at the smiling Buddha statue? In the best case a teacher 
helps you to see this, the reality of earthly life with its inherent dissatisfaction, but this is 
relatively rare. Whose eyes flare up, whose heart starts to beat faster, who gets excited by 
such a message? Who feels Drawn to go (deeper) into the reality of this, into the earth – 
instead of allowing oneself to be seduced to the lighter, subtler, spiritual planes where one 
doesn’t have to feel the reality of the inherently painful earthly plane? If all ‘spiritual’ – egoic 
– manipulation stops, one is left with the uncontrollable reality of the Duality of life. This 
Duality says that you will never manage to overcome the unwanted, difficult, painful side of 
life. There is no form of control possible, at least not if it comes to real life. 

In the material world one takes a painkiller if one has pain. You don’t feel the pain 
any more – or you feel it less – but the cause is still there in your body (or: the deeper cause 
might very well not be located or traceable in your physical body). Just so, in the spiritual 
world there is an immense and diverse supply of ways to not have to whole-heartedly and 
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whole-bodily feel the human pains. But the principle is exactly the same. Teachers are the 
doctors and chemists providing you with a multitude of pills and drugs to dim your awareness 
to the painful reality. In their unconscious split they say they are not against pain, that we 
must embrace it, but at the same time they try to guide you to a better place. The root of the 
suffering – the ego with its self-obsession – is still there when one has arrived in that new 
place, also when one is stimulated to embrace the pain one comes across. Pain does not need 
to be embraced. It is a fact, a perceptible fact, feelable by the whole Heart and the Body (that 
are one in the end). Pain is just (to be) felt. That’s all there is to it. And if you don’t feel like 
feeling it, then you don’t feel it. In principle there is no need to turn to a spiritual teacher 
when you are not willing to Feel through the whole of human pain by yourself. But many 
prefer to delegate the responsibility or at least the supervision for (feeling) this pain to the 
teacher – who doesn’t know either what to do with it. 

It must be clear, however, that whoever doesn’t want to be lulled to sleep by spiritual 
teachers has to face pain – it is as simple as that. And I’m not talking about a bit of pain. It’s 
not that, next to our great insights, our awakening, our nice feelings, we also need to be aware 
of some pain every now and then. No. Pain is an Indissoluble Part of the Realization of Truth. 
Who teaches this? Who teaches – or shows – reality itself instead of how to improve it? Who 
shows the whole reality, both sides of life’s inherent Duality, without easily resting on a plane 
of acceptance, of Seeing the entire movie passing by? It is not that sometimes also pain shows 
up unavoidably and you can learn how to deal with it, and then you are free again to continue 
trying to get what you or your ego wants. Pain is Constantly there, always, every single 
second. But you do not (yet) want to be that humble to See and admit and Surrender into this 
reality here on Earth. Pain is indissolubly part of You. You exist as Two in One, as Form-
Formless, as Pain-Bliss. If you descend deeper into reality you will See that Form is Pain – 
while the Formless is the Painless. Pain, Form, is one Fundamental Side of Life Itself, of the 
One as Two, of the human Duality as which the human being and (everything) exists. Without 
Form, without Pain, there can be no Growth, no development in Consciousness. In all 
honesty, that is on earth not very abundantly present somehow: without Feeling Pain we are 
stuck and stay stuck, stationary in one place, fooling ourselves that we make progress, that 
things are improving. In spiritual circles the tendency towards self-deception is big. 

For years on end I now and then met with a relatively young spiritually minded guy. 
Every time we met he started with saying that things are improving, that things dissolve in the 
head now, that he can feel it happening. In the past he had had hard times but now things were 
obviously getting better. My conscious presence was in itself enough to make him too 
uncomfortable when he didn’t say these things. He was nodding with his head when he was 
speaking and trying to convince me. Since I never confirmed him – I was just sitting there and 
listening – he tried at least to convince himself. After all those years we had met he was still 
exactly the same as in the beginning. Oh yes, he was a teacher too. 

 
There are teachers who See and don’t totally hide the simple fact that pain will always 

be there and that, in itself, this is not a problem. Yet, this is not at all the same as Really 
Entering (or Allowing oneself to thoroughly Feel) the Pain inherent to Humanity. 
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Usually – if at all – the unavoidability of Pain in all its variations is Seen from the Level of 
Consciousness, from the Eye of the 6th chakra which, compared to the (lack of) presence there 
in ordinary people, can be relatively developed nowadays in some teachers. However, the 
Sphere of Consciousness is usually rather (if not very much) separated from actual earthly life 
with all its pain, emotions, turmoil, confusion, inner dual struggles. It is by far not enough to, 
for instance, See and say: ‘I am not my emotions, I Am Something Beyond That sees the 
whole show happening.’ 

A teacher can simply say: ‘Not this and not that. I am nothing, nothing of all these 
forms passing by through ‘me’.’ In itself, in theory, this seems not untrue, and I could say it 
myself. And yet, there is a huge practical (earthly-related) difference in attitude when a 
teacher would See and say – and especially: actually Live – what seems exactly the same but 
put in radically opposite words: ‘I am this and I am that, I am everything.’ In the latter case, if 
the Seeing is not restricted to the 6th chakra of Consciousness but a Whole-Bodily affair, the 
teacher actually lives whole-bodily and whole-heartedly the Non-Separate Truth, one is 
wholly Involved in Earthly Life, while in the first case there is a complete detachment, no 
True Involvement in life on Earth. However, since there is no Clarity in teachers about the 
Core of the Duality of Life, they certainly can feel involved at the same time – to a certain 
extent – and some of them certainly feel something like compassion. Only, this doesn’t really 
match with the teaching (of quite some teachers) of detachment and merely Looking from 
Above to everything happening on an Earthly Level. 

In a state of detachment, of involvement mainly on the Consciousness Level, it is in 
principle easy to teach, to have a lot of people around, to answer any possible question. If one 
would really Enter the human Pain of (or coming via) everyone who poses or has a question 
or who likes a hug of a seeming master or mother figure in order to be relieved of all his or 
her problems, teaching, giving satsang, guiding retreats in the common form is no longer 
possible. ‘The many’ would turn out to be many too many. One question or hug can already 
be too much. 

What is usually being transmitted by a teacher is a way of seeing or perceiving reality, 
a way that the ego of people prefers above the one it has held so far. If this is done over and 
over again – possibly accompanied by a force that is bigger than in the average man, if only 
for the fact that a believing and attuned public reinforces the force of (or coming through) a 
teacher – then the way of perception of reality held by the teacher will certainly reach many 
people who will take it over as their own now and who consider it as true. What is not Seen is 
that the perception of the teacher – the supposed Realization of Truth – is in the first place 
built on the unstable and illusory grounds of Ego. 

Ego always and inherently wants to see, or See, (only) a part out of the whole reality. 
Certain aspects, certain Spheres of life, are one’s favourites, the ones one tries to get or realize 
while discarding other, more difficult or unattractive aspects of reality. A pupil seeks a 
teacher who seems to have made some serious progress in realizing or even in permanently 
living those favourite aspects of life. People’s ego likes the same ego-structure they 
somewhere know hides in themselves to be reflected in a spiritual teacher – not only reflected, 
but perfectly realized and manifested by him or her. Seen from a deeper collective 
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perspective, teachers are but manifestations of people’s longing for certain aspects of reality, 
for exchanging ‘bad life’ for ‘good life’, difficult life for easy life, empty life for fulfilment, 
feeling lousy for feeling good. They are manifestations of what is possible for the human ego 
to get or consume or live or feel. To the ego they are heroes, the ones who have actually done 
it what other people dream about. They are manifestations of people’s longing – in my terms: 
of Woman’s Longing of Old – to be uplifted from the heaviness of the earth. The teacher is 
(supposed to be) the perfection of the pupil’s imperfect and still frustrated ego. 

No wonder people, the pupils of the teachers, attune almost or entirely exclusively to 
the teachers’ Light side, the attractive side, the side people egoically want to have for 
themselves. The Dark side coming through (but most probably hiding in) the teachers is not 
interesting, is denied or belittled. It is not the issue. It’s not what you came for. The ego 
presents something attractive for the ego; who cares about the rest? The ego was never 
interested in the whole. Seriously considering and, even less, Feeling the dark doesn’t fit the 
plan of the ego that wants to be uplifted to the Light side instead of attuning to and being 
reminded of its own heavy dark side. It is not Seen that this Dark side in the teacher is not 
One with the Light side, but usually very – or extremely – separate from it. The radiant 
Light of the higher chakras might shine into the public but it doesn’t shine Down into the 
teacher’s ‘own’ dark realm. When Light and Dark were One in a teacher people would be 
much more uncomfortable in his presence and usually they will avoid this Oneness. Only in 
theory is this potential Oneness interesting, attractive; in practice there are deeper Forces 
deciding where people actually go. 

Speaking of the fundamental and unSeen, unTouched Split between Light and Dark in 
teachers, it is true, however, that many people are suspicious as well by nature, and sooner or 
later – especially when the ‘promise’ of the teacher doesn’t have the effects on them they had 
half-consciously hoped for or these effects appear to be not permanent, not in the control of 
the ego – the possible (or, more rarely, obvious) Dark side of the teacher increasingly 
becomes an issue. And, indeed, many people who leave a teacher at a certain point have the 
tendency to blame (the Dark side of) the teacher, his or her un-wholeness, the lack or 
partiality of actually Living his or her own teaching. Of course, they themselves were fooled 
and blinded by the shining diamond in the first place, when they entered the scene. In general, 
they leave rather because of disappointment in the teachers’ incapacity to cause any 
substantial ‘progress’ in their development, let alone his or her incapacity to establish 
permanent joy, peace, love, harmony, consciousness, serenity, purity, oneness, bliss, 
fulfilment, truth, clarity, freedom… 

This doesn’t mean it would be untrue that, indeed, teachers usually have a very bad 
contact with the dark side of life. As almost everyone else, they are not interested in this. 
They have tried to escape from it and, defining their development, their achievement, as a 
success in this respect, think they have the right to teach this to other people now. Everybody 
hates pain – pain that is usually hiding in the dark but is always there and not too far as a 
matter of fact, and sometimes it shows its face above the surface – so there is a big ‘market’ 
in selling ‘no pain’. 
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Having an experience (or having repeated experiences or even a seemingly 
permanent experience) related to being touched by a deeper layer of reality doesn’t mean 
that one is called to be a teacher, that one has something Substantial to give – if only for the 
fact that the Only True Substantiality is the Formless Heart Itself and the Quality of Heart 
That is actually Manifested in and as one’s Body is on the average hardly (and in the most 
cases not at all) higher (or: purer, if you please) in teachers than the average in human beings: 
among ‘ordinary’ human beings who do not teach, this Heart Quality varies just as much as 
among teachers. 

 No matter how enthusiastic one can be over one’s experiences, they are experiences: 
there is no (firm, inherent, or in itself true) relation with be(com)ing a teacher, with teaching 
how other people can get the same great experiences. Certainly nowadays, teachers have 
stopped Entering and Exploring the Deeper Reality way too early, if they have made a serious 
start with it at all. They started teaching way too soon. A new future loomed before the one 
who had an interesting, beautiful or deep experience or more of them, who entered further 
into a certain aspect of spirituality and who saw an opportunity to make a living out of it. 

This is not being cynical, this is the reality, (part of) the background of many teachers 
beginning and continuing to teach. Of course, teachers have to maintain themselves and, 
understandably, they like and may try to do this in a (more) fulfilling way. Teaching spiritual 
aspects or deeper layers of life is usually (much) better than the hard, tedious and often 
ungrateful work that might be the alternative. As a teacher you often receive lots of, heartfelt, 
gratitude – which often has no roots in reality, by the way. There is hardly any reward greater 
than receiving gratitude. The issue of money is a Dark one, however. In the spiritual scenes it 
is a bit of a dangerous subject, and it is often attempted (especially, but not exclusively, by the 
teachers themselves) to give a positive spin on asking money for spiritual service. The issue 
can be avoided – but not erased – if spontaneous gifts are sufficient to be able to live from, 
but usually this is not the case. 

It is true, there is an inherent friction in asking money for Truth – at least if the 
teaching or transmission is related to Truth Itself, indeed. In the purest sense it would be true 
that if the world community is not willing to maintain one or more ‘Bodies of Truth’ in a 
financial way, then it is just not ready for Truth. The Bodies in question are a temporary 
reflection of people’s Urge to Enter the Depth of Life, an Urge that is easier to delegate to 
teachers than to whole-heartedly follow to the end by oneself. Teachers, however, are almost 
as different as the many material forms in the world. Usually, in this issue of money, it is not 
about the rare manifested Bodies of Truth, of Living Reality, but rather about teachers 
teaching (an aspect of) a layer of (a subtler) reality. They are the ones who are paid usually, 
simply because Ego likes and is willing to pay for the aspect of reality that it likes to be 
reinforced or awakened in itself and not for the Whole. Ego is not interested in the Whole, 
in the Depth of Life Itself, only in the good parts, the parts that feel nice, painless. If, 
exceptionally, some Body really Enters the Depth of life, of Truth – that means he or she does 
not exclude the Dark Realms of Life, but Lets the Battle between Light and Dark, between 
Consciousness and Unconsciousness, rage through his or her Body – such a big (and not 
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incidental or occasional) weakening will be experienced that, it is true, it is not easy to 
maintain oneself, if it is possible at all. 

Next to financial reasons, many teachers are but human in wanting to be of 
importance, wanting to make some difference, wanting to help and also to be looked up 
to. Many are attached to teaching. They like teaching, which is something seemingly 
innocent or normal, but if it plays a role in deciding to teach – as it often actually does – it is 
not True in the end. A real ‘teacher’ who embodies the Truth Beyond any form of teaching 
and being a ‘teacher’, has nothing to do with liking it or not. It’s none of his business. Many 
teachers, however, have come to identify themselves with the role of being a teacher – which 
means they were not really Free at the point when they started teaching, and they are still not. 
In principle, they should be able to stop teaching any moment, for good. It’s easy, however, 
for confirmation that it is right or true what you do – teaching – if there are (many) listeners 
and if they say the teaching or whatever form of spiritual gift helps them. Teachers are, just 
like ordinary people, often deluded by ‘the many’ – by form, in general. If ‘the many’ pay 
attention, if they seem to want what the teacher has to offer and are even willing to pay 
money for it, there must be some truth in it. This is, of course, nonsense. 

But teachers take a role, indeed. Teaching, teaching whatever form of spirituality, has 
become a profession. Everything that is, originally, Natural and that becomes 
professionalized, devaluates, often in a fast tempo. This is a law. In professionalization one or 
a few aspects of reality are emphasized, developed or seemingly perfected – which, in Reality 
is not possible without the Context and Presence of the Whole. The Whole is forgotten. The 
Overview is lost. Also teachers manifest, represent and teach aspects of reality and a certain 
perspective on reality, instead of Being, Embodying the Whole. But you can never ‘Get’ or 
Realize or Jump to the Whole by aspects or via any inherently limited perspective. For this to 
Happen, the Forces That Constitute Reality have to Be most Intimately Met. It would not be 
bad if the ‘teacher’, (instead of as a teacher, but:) as the Embodiment of (Dual) Life Itself 
and Beyond any role, could function as some kind of a catalyst in whose Presence the Forces 
start to Manifest, which give the pupils the possibility to face them, in others and in 
themselves. 

Many pupils, of course, support the roles. They themselves like to, as long as it takes 
and it doesn’t bore them, settle in the role of the pupil. Some of them can, from the beginning, 
hardly wait till it is their turn to start teaching. Others prefer the role of being a pupil as long 
as they live. But as far as the teachers are concerned, it is not bad, to say the least, if they 
would do a thorough self-investigation on their role as a teacher, which should, in fact, 
already have been done before becoming a teacher. Are they playing a role as a teacher, 
indeed? Somebody asks a question and the teacher, therefore, gives an answer – as good as he 
can? As a slot machine that you put a coin in the brains are (or consciousness is) rolling and 
an answer is spitted out? Somebody asks for energetic help and the giver of healing energy 
responds by giving a session? Is the teacher, unconsciously, part of a play, a game? More 
often than not the whole thing is part of an ego game, indeed, in which the teacher himself is a 
slave, just like the pupil. It may be a nice game for many people to define the teacher as the 
one who knows, but teachers do not Know the Truth. Many teachers have learned how to 
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teach – which is not so difficult if everyone accepts the rules of the game – but this teaching 
has got nothing to do with Truth. Truth Itself cannot be put in a role. Truth Itself Functions 
on earth totally differently from a scheme in which roles of teachers and pupils could be 
put and in which the teachers would represent the truth. It is just not the right (or True) 
setting for Truth to Emerge – even though it is not hundred per cent impossible that in such a 
setting in one or a few pupils or interested people something relevant happens. But then again, 
the setting of teacher and pupil is normally not necessary for this. For the greater part the 
(relevant) Process Itself happens somewhere else. 

Not infrequently, there are also motives like envy, unconscious competition, wanting 
to prove oneself, low self-esteem manifesting as its seeming opposite, involved in becoming a 
teacher. Let’s face it, certainly nowadays more and more egoic reasons are mixed up in 
being a teacher. This is simply a reflection of the fact that the ego is still growing in the 
contemporary world. Teachers are in no way an exception to this, in no way an island of no-
ego where people can still find a Deeper form of Rest, where people can Find the Heart in Its 
Purity. The latter, the Pure Heart, is not easy to Recognize for people anyway – if only for the 
fact that they are conditioned by an Impure Egoic form of reality that wants to define the heart 
or purity or truth in a certain way, in accordance with ego’s preferences. 

Once you are ‘graced’ to be able to See thoroughly Beyond the normal Egoic 
perspective you don’t have too much difficulty in noticing a lot of Ego in teachers. Whether 
or not it is justified to teach with the very same (hiding) ego that is present in the pupils 
depends on the claims of the teachers. Ego serves ego in principle. In principle this seems not 
a problem – apart from its (powerful) Force of destruction active in the dark. If a teacher 
claims – with or without words – to have Realized the Truth and to be able to assist other 
people in realizing the Same, it gets more complicated or tricky, or potentially immoral if you 
like. Not infrequently, this is exactly what is happening, however. Teachers(’ egos) learn to be 
perfect role models, for instance to be modest, so many of them do not state openly that they 
have Realized the Truth, but in their behaviour and teaching this supposition is hardly hidden 
behind the many words. 

Why do all these teachers have a (big) ego, like anyone – even a great master like 
Adi Da? It is because they were ‘too good’, too un-humble or too unintelligent to 
(seriously try to, or want to) Understand and Enter and Surrender into the to Life 
Fundamental Duality of Existence. They were attached to what they believed or hoped was 
the One – and they didn’t See (yet) that the One can only Manifest as the Two. They chose, 
unconsciously – but not without hidden interest – the One. Again, the Two are not 
marketable. The Two are uncontrollable. They do with you what they want, they laugh at you 
and your ego wanting only one side. If I had taught the Light and Beauty and Freedom of one 
side of Life and had added honestly that you cannot get it, you cannot hold on to it, it will slip 
through your fingers again, people would walk away. So, if I had been a teacher, I had 
consequently pointed people’s attention to one side, the side they want to conquer, have, feel, 
live, enjoy, for good. 

But really, what can a teacher truly teach? It is by definition (parts of) one side of Life. 
He can teach how to (try to) get (closer to) the side that the ego wants to have. He can show 
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that if you resonate with him you will also get better access to the Light Side of Life – while 
(but this is not said, indeed) the other side is appointed to the Dark (and it will even grow 
there if not Seen-Felt). The Whole Life cannot be taught. Truth Itself cannot be taught. 
Teaching truth means it will be copy-pasted, it will settle itself firmly as a viewpoint in one’s 
mind or consciousness. And copy-pasting is also exactly what many teachers have done, 
what brought them in the first place in the position of being a teacher. You’d be surprised (or 
shocked) if you’d find out how much of teacher’s teachings has been copy-pasted. If you read 
enough or listen long enough to the story of a teacher, if you resonate with it, you sort of 
‘become’ it and you can teach it yourself. This practice is a rule rather than an exception. 

This is the ego doing this – not Going (too deep, if at all) into Life’s Dual Struggle 
Itself, Painful as it is, but instead getting the teachings about life in an easy, cheap way and 
starting to teach itself. The importance of Seeing the Ego in oneself, let alone letting it be 
Naturally overruled by Love (for the Opposite Sex), is not Recognized by far the most 
teachers. If one feels love, peace, energetic power, a state of Samadhi (less common) or if one 
is aware of Impersonal Consciousness, if one feels a state of oneness, if one has a public, one 
is not bothered by a possible existence of ego under the surface. It is not the issue. Who cares, 
if the public listens anyway? As always there are exceptions to this. A few paths, certain 
teachers, pay attention to the ego – albeit not always in a healthy and seldom (if ever) in a 
fruitful way (see, for instance, Andrew Cohen). 

What is not well known (if it is known at all) is that the (unSeen) existence of Ego in 
a teacher, the fact that it is active in the Dark and that no Light shines on it, not only 
influences his or her teaching, it even makes the teaching unTrue. It is not just a minor 
flaw. Or do you think that words of a teacher can be True in themselves, irrespective of the 
fact whether the Ego has an unconscious grip on him or her? Words – as such – can never be 
True. Whether they are True depends inherently, totally on the teacher (or anyone) who 
speaks them, on his or her state of Heart and Consciousness and Body. There exists no formal 
truth. Transmissions of Truth are not possible. Certainly, people can be Touched by 
something (in their Heart) when the (actually lived) Truth is spoken or shown by a teacher, 
but, again, they are not the words themselves that were put, written or spoken in the right 
order that causes the Touch. If a pupil focuses merely on the words, on the meaning, he or she 
will not Understand. Generally speaking, for a possible deeper Understanding of reality the 
pupil is dependent on the inner state of the teacher. But, usually, also this deeper 
Understanding, disappears when the influence sphere of a teacher doesn’t reach the pupil any 
more – unless the pupil really internalized the Understanding of the teacher and unless, in rare 
cases, the Intelligence of the pupil cannot be stopped anyway from developing irrespective of 
the teacher. One’s Heart-Intelligence – not to be confused with being present in the 4th, heart-
chakra – goes the deepest; it even goes beyond Consciousness-Intelligence. 

If one starts Seeing how words (in this case words that refer to something of a deeper 
reality) are being misused by spiritual teachers one might lose any impulse to still write (or 
even speak), since words have lost their meaning. Anyone can say anything nowadays, use 
any words that feel good or that sound interesting, or words that give you a high standing 
when you use them. In the world of ego words are increasingly separated from their original 
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content. They’re no longer backed up by reality. Ego lives in a fantasy world and uses 
(spiritually interesting) words just like that, when it feels like, when it’s interests dictate, 
order, that this is the moment to use them. It uses them like toilet paper to clean itself from 
dirt. Unfortunately or not, toilet paper, albeit not perfect, is more successful than words in this 
respect. 

Some teachers talk about surrender. That sounds nice. But usually it is not referring to 
surrender of the ego – which would be inherently problematic or cause cognitive dissonance 
since the teacher has not surrendered it him or herself either. Better let sleeping dogs lie. 
They rather refer to surrender to what is there in the moment. Often, however – and funnily 
enough – it even refers to surrendering to one’s preferred side of life, to that which one wants 
to attain, have, live, enjoy or realize. Surrendering to what ego wants and going for it… This 
has nothing to do with surrender of oneself into Something Bigger than you Where one’s 
individual preference is just a fart in history. On the contrary, it is part of the American 
Dream in which the individual goes for what it thinks it needs or has a right to. In Truth there 
are no rights. This form of ‘surrender’ has nothing to do with Truth or serious spirituality. 

There are hardly teachers who have ever come close to surrendering to Truth in 
the form of a human being, in the form of a (living) master. This form of surrender to 
another human being, to one Who would represent That Which is Bigger than oneself, is 
blasphemy in the church of ego, certainly nowadays when ego rules happily and unobstructed 
and won’t give up its feeling of independence. Surrender is great, it sounds cool, but the 
teacher, just like any other seeker, likes to surrender to how he wants to See reality himself. 
He doesn’t want to give up control, or only under controlled circumstances. He’s not going to 
Trust another human being, only his own mind or consciousness that knows best. He lets 
himself be ‘inspired by many great teachers and feels blessed and utterly grateful for the gift 
of all these beautiful souls’, but surrender, no… Dead masters are welcome to send messages 
to the (would-be) teacher and they are highly respected and loved and one might even feel an 
impulse to surrender to their wisdom and love. Yet, without True Surrender to another human 
being a teacher will always stay locked up in himself. He cannot go beyond himself, he 
remains the seemingly bright centre of existence that ‘needs to’ be sold to a public, needs to 
prove its value. It’s not that, for True Surrender to be possible, it must have been proven that 
the Master Is and Embodies the Highest Truth. Here it is about the Truth of Surrender itself, 
about the Principle of completely giving up on oneself, radically giving up the limitation that 
one is as oneself. It’s about becoming One with the Master, the One Who Represents Truth, 
it’s about going beyond the Two – Beyond ‘me’ and ‘the other’. It’s not about ‘me’ grasping 
at or seemingly humbly reaching out for the Truth and inhaling and understanding it – and 
even teaching it. It is the opposite direction: being a sacrifice, a complete offering to Truth, 
the end of all importance of ‘me’, the end of adding more ‘me’, more of what I like to 
associate and identify myself with. 

With clumsily hidden fake modesty the common teacher nowadays – in the epoch of 
no-surrender and all egos are the same beautiful and open to learn – offers himself as a fellow 
traveller on the path. 
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If the standard is not high, if one teaches some form of spirituality without silent claim 
that it is about the Truth, it all doesn’t seem to matter. One sells a product, an idea, a 
technique, whether in the gross, material world or in the subtler, spiritual world. One can 
teach whatever one wants. Another lie on the mountain of lies, why not, the mountain seems 
not much affected by it. But again, if, one way or another, Truth is involved – and often it is, 
indeed, or rather there is a sphere of seeming truth hanging around what is happening – it is 
not that simple. In that case, in Truthfulness one better think or feel twice before becoming a 
teacher. One might better wait until the whole inner ego-show has been Seen in oneself – 
thoroughly. At least, one doesn’t take the issue and simultaneity of the ego in the dark with 
oneself on the stage so lightly. In general, if it is about Truth Itself, why become a teacher? 
Not denying the Natural Flow of Consciousness (in)to Unconsciousness, but in principle you 
can just live the Truth. If this is actually lived, one doesn’t have to be afraid that many people 
will come to you or stay with you. Only very few people are really interested in Truth no 
matter what. The stubborn ones in this respect you can let hang around, of course. In Truth 
one is not in favour of or against (having) pupils. One is Free – since there is no one, no one 
who chooses. 

The Ego in teachers (and other people) is the unwillingness to have full Clarity on 
and to Surrender one’s preference to any side of the coin of any form of Duality. (This 
includes one’s preference to Oneness above Duality.) Therefore a teacher who hasn’t dived 
thoroughly into the Truth of Duality carries unconsciously the Ego within him or her. Since 
almost no one Knows Duality – teacher or no teacher – this means that almost no teacher is 
Free from ego’s slavery in the Dark. As said earlier, the teacher is – just like many pupils are 
– interested in (teaching) what he or she considers the One, which is usually ‘just’ one layer 
of existence that one has access to, for example the 6th Sphere of ‘consciousness’ or the 5th 
Sphere of (everything seemingly being one) Energy. It can even refer to the 7th Sphere of 
Oneness (in which Oneness is preferred above Duality). 

Next to going deeply in serious meditation – insight meditation, not samatha 
(concentration) meditation – the way to get to Know the Duality of Existence is via 
thoroughly exploring (the Duality of) Man and Woman, Directly from within. The 
advantage of the latter is that the exploration happens in Relation, it is Life Itself, standing in 
the dress circle. You are wholly involved. It is not merely looking at Life at close watch as in 
meditation. The advantage of the latter is, however, that there is more Space for a thorough 
investigation and following of the alternation of Duality. It’s not bad, to say the least, if they 
can be combined: life itself and pure consciousness – and it is not necessary here that both are 
always, in any given moment, as strongly present as the other. 

If it is about ‘our’ teachers neither of the two basic ways of Exploring Duality has 
been thoroughly Investigated by them in the most Intimate way, and often not at all. 
Therefore a Surrender of the Ego has not taken place. It has not been exhausted yet from 
the Inner Dual Fight that never stops. One still holds unconsciously on to one (preferred) side 
of the Duality, even if one’s theory seems to be in order: not to choose. Duality, the 
Foundation of Life, is not Seen, not Understood by merely understanding some or many 
spiritual principles, or by listening to the best teacher in the world. 
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But, frankly, for being able to truly Surrender the Ego, one should not (try to) practice 
one or both of the mentioned ways, at least not if the motive is to understand the Duality of 
Life and thus Understand and Realize the Truth. There must be a sincere spontaneous Impulse 
to Surrender into Life Itself, which, then, inherently means the Duality of Life cannot be 
avoided any longer. There is no better, more sincere Impulse than Love, than Falling in Love 
(and Realizing Being in Love) with the Opposite Sex, usually triggered by one example of the 
Other Sex. If your Heart is Ready for this, if It is Touched Deep enough, it Happens. And I 
don’t mean the ‘normal’ falling in love, although this is not totally separated from the Deeper 
falling in Love either. It is Something totally beyond you and you, naturally, let go of all 
control, all possible defence against Love, against Pain, therefore. 

It’s not that teachers have never fallen in love – although some with big egos never 
truly have. But no, I’ve never met one who has (totally) Surrendered into the Opposite 
Sex, who has Disappeared in this Love, who has let his or her ego be totally undermined 
by and Melt in Love with the Beloved, who has given up on him or herself completely as 
no longer important, no longer existing other than in Relation, in the Union with the 
Other, into a state where psychology has become ridiculous with its many pieces of advice 
that are meant to keep some ‘healthy’ distance between man and woman and from that 
(separate) place you meet each other. No teacher has come even close to a state of Oneness 
with the Opposite Sex. And they teach about oneness. That means oneness in theory – for 
Oneness in practice is too difficult, too painful, too much Darkness involved. It is rather a 
feeling of being one with everyone around you. No teacher has gone whole-heartedly and 
whole-bodily into the heavy Ordeal of becoming One with the Opposite Sex. 

It is much worse than this. A lack of courage and a fundamental lack of Insight into 
Earthly Dual Reality can happen to the best of us, but it is even true that Sexlessness is 
implicitly being taught. It’s not that teachers encourage people to hide their sex or their 
sexual characteristics – many teachers would really not appreciate this. No, what is taught 
almost everywhere nowadays, implicitly or explicitly, is that it doesn’t matter in what Body 
you are, of what Sex. Everyone is the same. The ego that likes the doctrine of everyone is the 
same – even though this ego itself is a bit better – has successfully stood up against the old 
religions wherein a distinction between man and woman was still made. However, any form 
of denial of reality will stand in the way of going beyond the Ego and Realizing the Truth 
that, as the One as Two, has a Female and Male Side. 

Teaching the same things to men and women is part of a radical denial of Difference 
that has a Function. It is part of the denial of the Life- or Vital importance of Duality. Do the 
teachers – male and female – think that a woman can live Her Womanhood if she understands 
on the consciousness level the truth (and, possibly, even tries to implement it in her life)? If 
so, this reveals a shocking lack of interest in Woman, a flagrant disrespect, a self-obsession 
with oneself or one’s whole own sex (or with the supposedly Male perspective), a haughty 
blindness and being stuck in one’s ‘own’ view point. Sexlessness is a Lie. Of course, it is nice 
and it can even be touching to hear that we’re all human in the first place, not man or woman 
– certainly after being in a continuous struggle with your partner for the last 30 years, or for 
the last 2 millions of years. But this soothing doesn’t contribute to our Understanding of (a 
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Deeper) Reality in Which the Fight between the Male and Female Forces is a Constant Fact, 
not something that flares up occasionally. 

The main background of the old disinterest in ‘Man and Woman’ is simply a lack of 
Insight, a lack of a deeper Intelligence about real Life. But there are reasons for the firm grip 
of Unconsciousness if it is about ‘Man and Woman’. Spiritual men, male teachers, have for 
a long time been able to play the role of the male hero, the One who Knows. They were not 
challenged by Woman, not rejected by Her for their separation from Her world – or at 
least this Rejection had not really manifested. Their wisdom was considered a gift and that it 
didn’t really Touch Woman’s world was not an issue. For women they have been attractive as 
an alpha ape, the separation between Man and Woman taken for granted. Since men are ‘lazy’ 
by themselves, not triggered if Woman doesn’t reject them – they assume everything is okay 
if Woman allows them sexually – men have not been inspired to really Enter Woman(’s 
world). This has been (and still is) all the more so because intuitively men know how heavy – 
and, seemingly, unmanning and weakening this would be – once they truly Enter Woman’s 
world, when they Find out Directly, in the Innermost sense, what Woman is all about. 

Things work always two ways. Woman had in turn an egoic interest in not challenging 
the spiritual male heroes. Her ego wants to be his Queen. If he chose her as his woman, 
everybody would have considered her the Queen. She would have advantages from this 
position – even though she would be a lonely Queen when she managed to get him. And let’s 
face it, Woman was not and is still not queuing for letting (a) Man Enter Her Darkness – 
without the Entering of Which Man and Woman will stay separate anyway. What would be 
revealed from this Darkness if Man really Touches Woman – if She lets Herself be Touched 
by His Heart – is not very flattering, to say the least. Woman assumes – wrongly, but still – 
no man would like to be with her if He finds out about Her deeper dark layers. Man doesn’t 
want to know either. If Woman doesn’t challenge Him, He doesn’t have an impulse on His 
own to Go into Woman’s Pain of Old, no matter the fact that Her (Earthly) Pain is 
Indissolubly Part of the Truth. His seeming love for Truth is usually very limited – which 
reveals that the way men manifest themselves has got not so much to do with Man As He Is, 
the Man for Whom only the Whole Truth will Do, Who cannot be seduced into settling in a 
dark deal with Woman if She allows him (merely) sexually, Who Knows it is all about Her 
Heart and not – not primarily at least – about Her Sexuality. Yet, Her Sexuality is, in the End, 
also part of Her Heart that needs to Return into Man’s Heart. 

Of old, becoming One with the (impersonal) Beloved – ‘God’ – was the goal of 
spiritual men. The goal was not: becoming One with Woman. They rather wanted to go 
the Other Way, not Down into Woman’s Realm of the Earth, but ‘back’ into Their Own 
Realm of the Heavens. Not so much has changed in this respect. It’s rather that Woman 
joined him now in this aspiration. Why? Since Man refuses to Be here on Earth as Himself, as 
Man, in Woman’s Domain, since He has kept teaching spirituality from a separate, seemingly 
male, perspective, Woman ‘decided’ to Do It on Her own, to (try to) Realize Man’s State by 
Herself. We’re in this stage now and, if you have some Feeling-Overview over the whole 
scene, this is quite sad – but apparently a necessary and at least understandable error. Woman 
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cannot Be Herself if She tries to Be Man, tries to Realize His Inner State or Being. She can 
only Be Herself and Be Fulfilled as Part of Man’s Heart. 

In this individualistic and egoic epoch the false idea that you can realize (or even 
attain) everything by and as yourself – albeit with the possible guidance of teachers – has 
become widespread. Not accidentally this false idea is enthusiastically supported and 
disseminated by spiritual teachers. The (Natural) Union with the Opposite Sex is not very 
popular, to say the least. Entering truly into Relationship is heavy, confusing, it annihilates 
you and the result cannot in any way be controlled by Ego – and it seems it is even 
threatening for one’s spiritual aspirations. In practice, the potential Union with the Opposite 
Sex is just one nice thing, one desirable on the shopping list of ego. It is not Seen as the 
Natural Way to – almost as a side effect of Entering (the Love-Arena of) Man and Woman – 
Realize (the Deepest) Truth, to Understand oneself and the Other, to Understand Life. Also in 
history, by the way, no one – not even the greatest Realizers – ever Realized this Deepest 
Truth of the Union of the Two into One. No one ever Went Whole-Heartedly and Whole-
Bodily, as a total Sacrifice, into the Two, into Man and Woman, into the Opposite Sex that 
Only Exists in Relation. Realizing Truth was about Going out of (confusing) Relation and 
getting Clarity in oneself. 

Although lately things seem to be moving a bit in the respect of interest in man and 
woman – albeit not so much regarding interest in the Male Force and the Female Force yet – 
and in the respect of talking about it by teachers, there’s still a flagrant lack of Depth. Often 
because of questions from the public that, despite of all the great teachings and traditions and 
supposed wisdom, will unavoidably continue to arise – simply because really everybody is 
bothered by the fundamental ‘subject’ of Man and Woman and so far there has never been a 
truly appeasing answer – teachers are kind enough and willing to say something about it. But, 
outside of their own territory, the lack of their Insight into Man and Woman and their mutual 
Processes is revealing, even if the speaker calls him or herself a tantric teacher or master. 
Often the teachers start to psychologize. They have read something here or there, they had 
some experiences with members of the other Sex, and they try to combine some elements of 
their own teaching or path with ‘man and woman’. But anyhow, the lack of real Insight in 
Man and Woman is obvious, and often embarrassing considering what comes out. Of course, 
if a teacher’s (supposed realization of) truth is based on the individualistic perspective, that as 
an individual you (can) Realize the Truth, Something Bigger than you yourself, then what to 
do with questions of the public about the huge Difference in man and woman and the 
impossibility of coming really closer to each other? Should the answer be that both, man and 
woman, should realize the truth and then you can truly Meet finally? This denies completely 
the dynamics of Life, the dynamics of Duality which is the Basic of Life. If man and woman 
were the same, realized the same truth and then met there would be no falling in love any 
more. One falls in Love with The Other. This is Nature. Spirituality has tried to avoid or 
even Kill Nature. It wanted to know better. And it still teaches this way. It still tries to 
show it knows better. 

My father was at least honest. At a certain point he became famous in Holland as a 
criminologist and regularly was interviewed on television. Since he was regarded as the first 
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specialist and intelligent in the field of criminology they also started to ask him questions 
about other terrains of society, assuming or expecting that intelligence is not bound to one 
terrain, which is in itself not a strange assumption. He consequently said: “I don’t know”. He 
did not have any form of shame or discomfort in just ‘admitting’ that he didn’t know anything 
about the other subject. “Ask someone else”, he sometimes added. 

This form of humility is rare amongst teachers – even though ‘humility’ is supposed 
to be one of the qualities that spiritual teachers, the examples, ‘should’ (or try to show they) 
embody. Teachers don’t know anything about the Foundation of Life, Duality, Man and 
Woman, Nature Itself Beyond our ego with all its spiritual aspirations – and yet they teach the 
Truth. Well, as long as everyone accepts this to be so, we’ll just go on this way. Next to an 
impulse of being shown the truth people also carry the impulse of accepting to be fooled – 
well, at least if it is safe, if everybody is fooled. Then, if everyone is fooled, it’s not bad, 
you’re not alone, not in danger. 

 
In their ‘individual’ realization of what they assume is ‘truth’ – in their lack of 

Surrender into Relationship, into Man and Woman – teachers do not really become a 
questioner or pupil. They rather try to answer a question the best they can, that is: the 
answer is based on what they learned from their path with its own paradigms. If one is not 
Really Free, but caught in the box of a path, a teacher doesn’t feel what the questioner feels, 
but repeats as a parrot what he or she learned and seems to know. The pupil is supposed to 
become like the (consciousness or energy of the) teacher and the supposition is that, then, he 
or she will understand or realize the same truth. It’s not the other way round, that the teacher 
becomes the pupil and from within, directly, feels his or her state, incomprehension, 
confusion, darkness. It’s true, if a teacher would be so humble, he cannot teach any more, at 
least not in that moment or not without great difficulty. It takes quite a while – possibly a 
whole day, or even weeks or months – before he or she really went through what he or she 
took over from the pupil. 

Nevertheless, this, becoming the pupil, is exactly how, potentially, a teacher 
grows Deeper into Reality. But often – for the greater part at least – the development of the 
teacher is not really happening any more, ever since he started teaching. He is disseminating 
and sort of (secretly) defending his truth to be true – a hidden way of defending himself (or, 
rather, his ego). Starting to teach is ‘dangerous’ in the sense that once there appears to be a 
‘market’, a public for what you have to say or give, it is tempting to stick to what has proven 
itself to be successful – ‘successful’ in the sense of reaching ‘the many’ (which, in itself, 
doesn’t say anything about the truthfulness of the teaching, of course). The development of 
the teacher seems not necessary anyway. Why, if you realized the Truth, should you still 
develop? You cannot, it seems: Truth is Truth, there’s nothing Beyond it. 

Apart from the fact that I have never come across a teacher (or master) who Realized 
the Deepest Truth – due to the teacher’s denial of the crucial importance of Duality, of Man 
and Woman – the teacher is stuck on a plateau of Truth. As I have said, the ‘truth’ that is 
normally realized by teachers is static, it lacks dynamics. You can’t go anywhere with it, you 
can’t Bring it into life on Earth. One is stuck in Truth. One cannot really Reach the public. In 
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the end, however – and from the beginning, in fact – there is no other ‘way’ than the Natural 
Way: if one is destined to Manifest the Truth instead of merely realizing it and teaching it, 
one needs to go into the Dynamics of Duality. Without Woman’s Heart Receiving Man’s 
Truth That, in the Ultimate case, He Embodies, there is no possibility of actually manifesting 
the Truth That Man as He Is Is. That way, in this impotence, Man and Woman stay separate, 
the Heaven and the Earth stay separate, the Formless and the Form stay separate, Spirituality 
and the Matter stay separate. The teachings will stay a soap bubble that seems to exist here on 
earth as long as there are people who(se egos) (want to) believe in it. It will make some or 
many people feel better but only as long as this stays separate from the Dark Earthly life. This 
is no problem: spirituality of any significant Depth is not bothered at all anyway about feeling 
good or better. 

The teachers might have relationships with someone of the Opposite Sex, but the mere 
fact that they have realized a part or layer of human existence, doesn’t say at all that there is a 
Depth in their relationship. It is obvious that there isn’t really a significant Depth. Otherwise 
the teacher could say something sensible about Man and Woman and he (or she) cannot. So 
far, almost always, the teacher’s private life is separate from what he or she teaches. How 
can this ever be True? How can this ever be Whole? On the one hand there is ‘Truth’ and on 
the other hand there is a private life with its own intimacy and so on. A teacher must be 
schizophrenic to cut ‘teaching’ and ‘private life’ into two. What is the sense of teaching 
when it is not about ‘private life’, about the fuss on earth? No, this division is still a sad 
consequence of the old Eastern mode of viewing and practicing spirituality where the goal 
was to escape the heaviness of the earth and find a better place in the subtler realms of 
existence. 

The lack of significant Depth in the relationship of the teachers with their 
partners is, in the first place, related to the absence of Man. For Entering Depth Duality 
needs to alternate. On Earth Woman’s presence is no problem – She is everywhere, plenty, in 
men and in women. Man, however, is hard to Find. Man means the Whole, the Heart, the 
Source, the Permanence, the One, the Existence of Only Relation. Realizing Himself on an 
individual level is not sufficient, to say the least. He gets to Know Himself as Man here on an 
Earthly Level in Relation to (and with) Woman, by Seeing what He is not – something that 
will not happen without a struggle in confusion in or after which He ends up saying goodbye 
to ‘the Mother’ and going His Own Way, an Own Way that is, paradoxically, the beginning of 
the Process of Union with Woman, of Allowing Woman to Return into His Heart. 

Does it make sense as a man to teach when you don’t Know What Man Is? Is it 
True to present yourself as Man, as the One who Knows – but, in fact, you do not Know, you 
are thoroughly confused by the Female Force through the fog of which you cannot See? Seen 
from a deeper earthly perspective, the spiritual male teacher presents himself to Woman, to 
women. He likes to show Her that He is Her Truth. He likes to be Received by Her in Her 
earthly Realm. His offer is His ‘wisdom’ – His supposed wisdom that Woman seems not able 
to check and See if it is True or not; seems, indeed. Just like Man seems not able to check and 
See if there is really Love involved in the sexual opening that Woman offers him. Seems, 
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indeed, for Consciousness is always there. The Deepest Intuition is always there beyond all 
egoic intuitions. 

People must do what they do. If females want to teach, they must do so. A woman 
teacher can present herself that way to men, as someone with wisdom or with love to offer, 
and it might seem to heighten her chance of getting a good example of ‘man’ or heighten her 
status and thereby her safety and self-esteem and other desirables. That She as woman would 
be in the position to teach men the Truth is based on an (egoic) misunderstanding. For men 
the female teacher plays a bit of a seemingly ungrateful role. In his confusion he uses her to 
(try to) find out that as Man He cannot take the truth she shares, even if it is true what she 
says. In the currently strong feministic spiritual scene it is blasphemy to say it, but, in the 
Duality of Man and Woman, it is Man Who Represents and ‘should’ Embody the Truth. How 
can (a) man surrender to (a) woman who would represent the Truth? It is simply impossible. 
Trying to turn Nature around is part of a learning process and is therefore not wrong, but it’s 
not bad either to sooner or later let our Deeper Nature reveal and live the Truth in this respect. 
The Mother has her Own Invaluable Value. In itself She doesn’t have to try to also Be the 
Father, even when, as I said earlier, Man’s absence as Man on earth is not very supporting of 
Her but rather urges Her to Do it all by Herself. Beyond how it looks like, though, it is a form 
of Woman’s big Resistance to Man that has, again, its own function in the whole Process of 
Man and Woman (Seeking Their Union Eventually). 

Of course, the female teacher can have a great man at home or wherever he is and 
whatever he does. Yet, to truly Meet each other as Man and Woman, as the Natural Two 
Forces Embodied in the two male and female Bodies, the situation of woman being the 
teacher is not optimal, to say the very least. In the end, if man and woman really feel they 
Need to Go Deeper in the Process of Man and Woman, of Meeting each other from the Place 
of Their Deepest Nature, the situation doesn’t work, as a matter of fact. It is true that the Male 
Force and the Female Force are both present in both men and women. But this doesn’t mean 
at all that, therefore, it all doesn’t matter who, which sex, represents man or who woman, or 
that the roles can change from one day to the other – and back again – as some teachers say. 
In the egoic (and unrealistic psychological and seemingly spiritual) ‘reality’ sex roles can 
change. In Nature Itself this is not possible, Nature is as it is, no matter what a huge problem 
many people – especially women in fact, women who feel bereft of Man – have with this 
simple Truth. In the best case, in case of Whole surrender into the Opposite Sex, one can, 
Directly from Within, Feel, Understand Who the Other Is – and He or She appears to Be 
Indissolubly Part of you – but this doesn’t mean that, in that case, thus, you can just flip over 
and live from then on (as) the Opposite Sex, or now and then. On the contrary, if you have 
Realized the Opposite Sex, Truly – in the case that Surrender into the Other has been Real and 
Whole – all impulse, (hidden) tendency for this naturally falls away and you can Live Your 
Own Sex in its natural beauty and pain. 

 
In their own one-sidedness, teachers have the tendency to deny the big Fight here on 

earth by concentrating on and showing the inner states where we as humanity should go. 
Leaving out teachers of serious meditation, most teachers emphasize the supposedly good 
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side of life. Instead of helping people they create schizophrenia in people. The Dark is what 
we do not (want to) See and this is reinforced this way. There is no need to believe it, but the 
Dark (Deluding) Force masks itself also as ‘spiritual teacher’. This is paradoxically so, since 
the spiritual teachers are supposed to Bring the Light here on Earth. It is part of the ingenious 
Play of the Dark Force. Just so one can go, for instance, to satsangs in the sphere of or even in 
the direct lineage of Ramana Maharshi, which are centred around be(com)ing Conscious and 
accepting everything just as it is and as it comes. Partly due to a strong dilution of the original 
of Ramana’s own realization (compared to what many current satsang givers now actually 
realize and teach) but also partly due to its own inherent problematic-ness and un-wholeness, 
it can be so that, under the mask of Consciousness, one becomes actually more unconscious 
(if one takes the, very unearthly, teaching seriously in one’s actual life). 

If a teacher has never gone seriously into the Dark himself, the teaching often 
does more ‘harm’ than good – apart from having the function of school, of learning to trust 
one’s ‘own’ Deeper Nature instead of a teacher (with unclear motives). Or do you think that 
when listening to a teacher, you only listen to or See the Light he preaches, and if you persist 
you can work your self a way up to That and stay There? Everything is Whole in the end. If 
you listen to the Light in a teacher you also get the Dark of him or her that is Unseen by him 
or herself. This is not at all the end of the world, nor is it mean or unfair or something like 
that. It is just good to realize it. Also, one can use the absorbed Darkness for one’s 
Understanding and Process of Growth into the Realm of the Earth. But, admittedly, most 
people, in whom the Heart or Distinction are not strongly present, will stay in confusion if the 
teacher – to keep it simple here: – shows the Light and, unconsciously or half-consciously, 
you intuitively feel some Darkness manifesting in you by matter of resonance. As one can 
say, and there is certainly a deeper truth in this, you get or meet the teacher you deserve or 
need as a mirror – and the mirror doesn’t have to be Pure – in order to Grow. Instead of 
judging the teacher for unwanted ‘transmission’ – something many egos really love to do, no 
matter if the judging is based on reality or not – it is more fruitful to turn inward and 
distinguish the truth in all of it. 

If the pupil, or the teacher himself, had gone into the Dark, had allowed some Light in 
the Lower Realms of existence – or had gone into really deep meditation – he would have 
found out that the state(s) he is teaching are not permanent, that, beyond his control, they are 
being alternated with their opposite. If you teach Bliss (Adi Da, for instance) you must not be 
surprised if depression comes to visit you. But you must (be willing and humble enough to) 
recognize the other side of the coin. If one is very much fixated on one side, the desirable 
state – and all the more because one has invested in (many) pupils who believe what is shown 
or taught – it is not easy to be still open for the (spiritual and earthly reality of the) other 
side. The other side is defined away, as not being there (any more). The truth is that no 
teacher can permanently hold on to the state that he or she teaches simply because no 
one is in control of Duality. If you don’t allow Duality to alternate in (full) awareness of the 
swing, then ‘the other side’ goes underground – and becomes, thus, (or reinforces the) Dark. 

The way how to deal with this is not to try harder to get ‘the other side’ under control 
– as some paths try, certainly Yogic paths – but to stop trying, stop pretending. Rather, a 
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teacher can Surrender into Duality and Allow it to alternate consciously through him and be 
open, honest about this. The show of the One stops, the reality of Duality is welcomed. The 
only way to avoid ‘not walking the talk’ is to have no teaching. Are you still a teacher then, if 
there is no teaching? Strictly speaking not. Yet, a ‘teacher’ can still be available for pupils 
who, despite the lack of teaching, feel by their nature they like to (or ‘need’ to) resonate with 
the Heart of the ‘teacher’. They can still feel it makes them understand reality better or deeper 
– or they feel some development in their Heart or Body. What happens if there is no teaching 
any more but only the Realized Depth of the teacher, is that, if the pupils are really Open to 
that, they are (slowly, gradually or, exceptionally, quickly) taken into the same Depth, all the 
more if they naturally attune to the Heart of the ‘teacher’. If they truly Allow the Realization 
of the ‘teacher’ they will be taken into Duality as well: only in this way, via allowing Duality, 
Depth is possible. 

The opposite of Depth is flatness. Yes, the consciousness of teachers is often flat. In 
terms of novel interpretation: they are flat characters. Without Allowing Duality to alternate 
from one side to the other, there is no True Development into the Depth of Life. One has 
realized a subtler state or plane of existence and that’s where one stays, that’s what one 
teaches in principle till the end of his life. The realization happened for a great part 
‘horizontally’, even though, indeed, on a plane that is subtler than ‘normal society’ knows. If 
you go to – or got somehow involved in – some specific sphere of existence, for instance the 
one offered at the satsangs teaching Non-Duality, Advaita Vedanta, you are taken into that 
plane of existence, you See what is there to be Seen, and interpret life from that perspective. 

But, despite the fact that the Sphere of Consciousness happens on a plane where 
normal life cannot (or doesn’t want to) reach, there is no Depth. Even a deeper layer of 
existence has no Depth if the dynamics of Duality are not Allowed. Hopping over from the 
Sphere of Unconsciousness to the Sphere of Consciousness and staying there does not in itself 
grant any Depth. Hopping over is just hopping to a new ‘home’, a new perspective of how to 
See or interpret life. Even understanding life doesn’t grant any Depth in one’s life. In this 
case, if we talk about the Non-Duality teachings, life can feel much lighter suddenly once you 
got the gist of it. So of course there are enough people who like the hopping and interpret 
things in such a way that some development seems to take place. And certainly there are 
people who, when something of the new perspective has reached them, see a chance to also 
start teaching the same perspective. Nice. Teaching as a new challenge in life, a seemingly 
new development. No Depth, however. 

This is not to say that there is necessarily no development at all in teachers who teach 
‘horizontally’, who teach a plane of existence. But, if any, then this development takes place 
despite their own teachings and realization – for example because of a serious crisis in their 
relationship. And they are suddenly confronted with (the dynamics of) real life instead of 
resting in a plane, in a state, in a realization. Many other triggers are possible, of course, to 
urge the teacher to come off his plane and teaching. 

Most teachers learned, developed and became a teacher in the context of an 
existing spiritual tradition, religion, path, or because of a technique. Although for most 
people this way, being embedded in a bigger community, having like-minded or -hearted 
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people around, seems easier than finding out about the wheel for a great part by oneself, for 
being a teacher this is not a lucky start, irrespective of which path one has been educated in 
– even though, true, some paths allow more freedom than others. This bad start is at least so if 
we would expect the teacher to be a Free Spirit who has some Overview over Reality which 
should, of course, not be ‘burdened’ or influenced by the tradition in which some part of 
reality had been realized. There are not many of that kind. But Reality cannot be 
comprehended or taught by any form of a path. As soon as something becomes a path, it 
becomes egoic, if it wasn’t this already from the beginning. The best – or least bad – path 
gives some hints to the pupil, how to recognize the obstacles on one’s way to Discover 
Reality, to recognize the Deluding Force. The Buddhist Vipassana doesn’t do bad in this 
respect. It’s not for nothing that the same Buddhism says: ‘if you See the Buddha, kill him.’ 
Sooner or later, leave every path behind, every form, or it becomes an obstacle instead of a 
support. 

The thing is not that there are no dedicated teachers, that they would only have their 
secret dark motives of be(com)ing a teacher. No, the issue is rather that their Realization is 
not Deep enough. Usually they have no or hardly a realistic idea how very very Powerful 
the Deluding Force is – and yet they, arrogantly, teach how to realize the truth or find 
another holy grail. They don’t know they secretly choose a part of reality and against another 
part – even if the teaching contains ‘no choosing’. With any hidden choice the Truth cannot 
be truly, thoroughly and Freely Realized. The variations and Levels of the Deluding Duality 
are many. One has to pass all the tests, all the Levels of Duality before Realization of Truth 
deserves that name. Even an unconscious choice of the One above Duality reveals a lack of 
Intelligence on that level. In general this is problematic with teachers (and anyone): the lack 
of Allowing a Deeper Intelligence That has got nothing to do with themselves, with any 
hidden personal preference of how life or a human being (or a relationship) should be, of 
which direction it should go. If all the Planes of Existence have not been thoroughly 
Investigated and Felt Directly from Within, if everything is not Clear on all Levels of 
Existence, one cannot avoid ‘preference’, one defines the Truth necessarily in a biased way. 

In spite of the lack of Realization in almost all teachers, many have hurried to start 
teaching as soon as they have Seen (or just experienced) something of a Greater Reality or as 
soon as they noticed that people were starting to be attracted to them. Or, and again this is not 
very flattering but often realistic, the teacher wants to have a public for him or herself. Instead 
of Deepening the Realization or following an Impulse to Manifest the Realization on a Bodily 
Earthly Level, the realizer starts to teach. After self-realization, however, in principle, and if 
only for the sake of humility and certainly for the sake of Deepening and Manifesting the 
Realization, the first thing to do is not starting to teach what you have learned or Seen or 
experienced – although in itself I’m not against it, and, of course, people are different. 
Instead, one can Go as Deep as Possible into Relationship, with the Opposite Sex. One can 
See if the Realization keeps going and holds True in the dynamics of the Relationship with 
the Opposite Sex. One will find out that this is almost like another world. And these two 
worlds – Realization and real Life, Consciousness and Form – seem almost not to be 
combined. Yet, as indicated earlier, when the Realization of Truth is supposed to Touch, 
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Reach the Earth(ly Realm) one cannot go around the Natural Impulse to Reach the 
Other Sex with one’s (supposed or Real) Truth. 

If this Dual Dynamic Process with the Opposite Sex is Allowed then also the Body 
will get much more involved. The importance of the Body in the whole Process of Realizing 
and Manifesting Truth stands out suddenly, or at least much more than before. The Body. 
The forgotten ‘thing’ for most teachers. The forgotten Realization. It’s not interesting. It’s 
just the body. We are not the body, we had learned from Eastern spirituality. The body is just 
a vehicle, especially (but certainly not only) Vedanta teaches. Unfortunately this is a deep 
misunderstanding that had many sad consequences in the past and still has. The Body is the 
most concrete, most ‘form’, most dense Level of the Same, the Same Truth that people aspire 
to Realize. The Body is Pure Consciousness – only, Body-Consciousness needs sometimes, 
usually, more time before, on this material level, awareness about whatever is happening, 
breaks through. The teacher who doesn’t use the Body as his ‘guide’, can hardly seriously be 
a teacher. If a questioner poses a question and the teacher doesn’t feel that amongst others his 
heart cramps from the transmission of the pupil, he might give an answer that refers in words 
to the question indeed but that is not in tune with what is really going on. In general, a 
Bodiless Truth is something weird, something abstract. And at least it never convinced 
Woman on Earth of the importance of (Realizing the) Truth that for many (spiritual) men 
seemed so important. 

The body of a realizer of Truth is not at all the same as the Embodied Truth. If the 
realizer, as usual, (unconsciously) ‘managed to’ keep the realization separate from the Bodily 
Level, then there is no difference with the body of anyone who is not realized. I say ‘managed 
to’, indeed, even though it is not a conscious act to save the Consciousness from truly 
entering the Bodily Earthly Realm. Yet, if there were no Ego involved that keeps a dark eye 
on the continuation of the separation, the Body would certainly and wholly become involved. 
As said earlier, this would make teaching much more complicated, if not impossible. The 
Body reveals all the Pain that on other Levels of human Existence can relatively easily be 
wiped under the carpet with this or another spiritual trick or way of seeing things. The Body 
is the hardest, most difficult Level of Truth and most teachers are simply not Ready to 
Allow this. They have no idea how sick they would be during their teachings, satsangs or 
retreats, when the bodily Realm is actually Lived, Inhabited. 

The fact is that teachers do not Embody the Truth. Their Body could have been 
anyone’s, indeed. (Sometimes) it has just been inserted with a bit of a different content of the 
mind or a bit different and seemingly more evolved mind set – as there are many mind sets 
for sale, by the way. If the Body is not different, one can ask oneself rightly, what is then the 
real value of the teaching, if this teaching, apparently, cannot reach the Earth(ly Level), the 
Form? We all sweetly learned or copied and spread the good news that it does not matter how 
the Body looks like, in what state it is, how it feels: the body is just the body, it is about our 
mind, our consciousness, our heart, our energy or whatever our favourite one is. But, as 
always in spiritual paths, this mind attitude is the denial of the world of Woman, of Form, of 
Manifestation, the denial of the Body’s direct relation with (and being part of) a deeper 
reality. 
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As is probably clear, I don’t mean in the first place how the Body looks – albeit also 
not in the last place. I’m talking about how Alive it is – Alive Beyond (the Deluder) Energy. 
Does the Body Breathe – Inhale its environment, the Whole? Is it in real Contact with 
Reality? Or is it a fort in itself? Is the body somewhere else than the teacher’s consciousness 
seems to be: doesn’t Consciousness reach below the neck? (See for instance Chogyam 
Trungpa, Eckart Tolle.) 

Everything is One, we learn. But does this not apply to the Body? Or, at least: is the 
Body the least One? Let’s not fool ourselves any longer to assume that the Lowest, densest 
Level of Existence, of Consciousness – the Body – has suddenly nothing to do with the rest, 
with the Truth That is the Whole. This is absurd, supposing this. This is ego speaking that, for 
its own ‘peace’ of mind, likes to put the (reality of the) Body under the carpet. I’m not talking 
about how the ego wants to see the body, not about what is usually considered to be an 
attractive body. I’m not talking about a piece of flesh. It is about Something Deeper, Reality 
Itself, Which manifests in and as the Body. The Body can, in principle, radiate the Beauty of a 
deeper reality. The Heart That has Become Body is this Beauty. One must have the Eye to 
See the Body of the teacher, to See the Body in general, not being just a form but revealing a 
deeper reality. Well, if one doesn’t resist the Eye it is there. 

Once, when the importance of the Dual Process of Man and Woman will reach 
teachers’ heart in their towers of the One – a long way to go still – it will also become clear 
finally that Woman (and, thus, the Earth, the Form) cannot be Reached by Man, by Man’s 
Consciousness, if His Body doesn’t Embody the Truth, if it is separate from the (un-whole, 
incomplete) realization. In the end, Woman ‘should’ – or, rather, Wants to – make love to the 
(or: Her) Truth, not to a piece of flesh in case it is not Enlivened by Man’s Heart. But well, 
for the time being, until reality on earth has evolved that way, a piece of flesh seems a nice 
alternative for Her. At least so far She does not really complain about the lack of Man’s 
Enlivened Body, about the fact that His Heart and Consciousness have not yet Become His 
Body. She can reproduce Herself anyway. 

One level subtler than the physicality there is the emotional realm. Also here our 
spiritual teachers fail gloriously. Regarding emotions they are in a tight place. Of course, 
the teachers are just human and from that perspective they should just (be able to) express 
their emotions. But from the perspective of many paths the teacher or realizer should be 
beyond emotions, not be bothered any more by them like ‘normal’ people who would like to 
be liberated too from the burden of slavery of emotions that can and often do cause a lot of 
trouble in themselves and in their relations. The relationship of the teacher with (expressing or 
repressing) emotions is not an easy one. If the teacher becomes furious on the stage, will he 
still be taken seriously as a spiritual teacher, when the next moment, calmed down a bit, he’s 
teaching or showing again how to attune to (one of) the Higher, Lighter Spheres of life? It 
will be confusing for himself and certainly for the public that egoically confuses a realized 
being with realization of the Higher Planes of existence. What has been considered ‘Holy’ 
of old, is, in fact, the opposite of Wholly. In the best case something is True but it is one-
sided. 
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The point here is that the teacher’s realization – if at all of any substance – is not 
Whole, indeed. He or she has realized a part, a subtler part of the reality of human experience, 
the part that he or she and many with him or her found a better, quieter, more loving, more 
conscious place than the turmoil of emotions. In the satsang scene, for instance, or in the 
world of meditation, one is stimulated to merely look at emotions, to not identify with them, 
to not repress them nor express them. This sounds good, and it has its own value, but a 
Duality is created here – or reinforced – between the watcher and life itself. In order to 
understand the different layers of life it is not bad to explore these different layers, even if it 
means a (temporary) separation from other layers. But it is obvious that this cannot be the end 
station of a True Realization of Reality. Reality is the Same as the Whole. If one Truly 
Realizes Being the Whole, if one actually Lives Wholly, then one is Free in the emotional 
realm, just like in any other realm. If the situation asks for expressing emotions, one is wholly 
Free to do so. If the situation asks for (consciously) repressing emotions, one can do so. 
Anyhow, the watcher and the emotion are one. The one living the emotion is fully aware of 
the expression of it, not lost in it, but he or she does not withdraw either. Consciousness lives 
on Earth in the denser realms as Itself. 

It’s not just so that the teacher is in a clamp with the unrealistic inhuman expectations 
of the public (that would demand ‘purity’ beyond emotions). Of course, it would reveal his 
lack of Freedom if he would let himself be put in the scrape. No, let’s face the truth. There 
can be found hardly any teacher who is really wholly Free in the emotional realm, who has 
not only watched the whole range of emotions passing through him from a detached position 
but who actually lived and lives them in Relation. And it is all the more important that the 
whole range of emotions have been lived in Relation with (the one who stands for) the 
beloved one, the one of the Opposite Sex who is being loved without limits. There must be 
something important – if not Holy – at stake, when going through the emotions: Love Itself. 
Or else it is too easy to not fully enter the emotional realm with all involvement, to not fully 
give oneself. No matter how terrible it would be, you should be willing or ready to lose what 
(or who) is most dear to you, and still go into the emotion(s), since Life is bigger than you, 
and this Life is in the End Love Itself that is Bigger than the (love for the) human form of the 
Other Sex on whom you can project this Love. 

It’s quite a struggle to become totally Free in the emotional realm, to say the least: to 
be detached, Conscious and whole-heartedly and at the same time whole-bodily involved in 
‘emotion’ that, at a closer look, turns out to be always there, even if usually, during the day, 
during our work, we don’t want to be aware of it because it is obstructing the ‘free’ 
performance of our duties and dreams of our mind. Anyhow, it again doesn’t make sense to 
judge the teachers for not being Free in the emotional realm, for not being Whole. Usually, 
that’s not what you came to them for anyway. Spiritual teachers are supposed to have more 
Eye than usual in (one of) the Higher Planes of existence, not in the Lower ones. As long as 
the teacher doesn’t claim to be a whole human being there is no problem with the lack of 
Freedom in the emotional Realm and an ego ruling things there in the dark. 

Yet, at a closer look, there is an inherent difficulty here. Usually there is an overt or 
hidden claim of the teacher that he, if not totally at least considerably, can bring or rather 
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guide you to an inner place where you are not so much or not at all any more bothered in a 
serious way by confusing, overwhelming and seemingly destructive emotions. The pupil 
usually pays (sometimes quite a lot of) money because of this (hidden) claim – in itself his 
own responsibility. But what happens in reality is that not You – as a Whole Being – ‘drive’ to 
that better, quieter, more attractive parking lot and have a rest there for as long as it takes. It is 
a part of ‘you’ that is going there and tastes an easier realm of life. To be able to go there you 
cut off a part of yourself that you have to leave behind, as if you go on holiday for a few 
weeks and you leave all your normal trouble of daily human life behind: you don’t want to be 
bothered by it for a while. 

You cannot truly leave (parts of) Yourself, however. It’s a spiritual trick that is 
happening. It’s a shift of attention, a play of consciousness, with not everybody understanding 
what is really happening, to say the least – and this lack of understanding includes the teacher 
himself. 

If a teacher is not Free in the emotional realm one cannot expect that people’s normal 
inner conflicts are getting ‘solved’ or made understandable or acceptable through resonance 
with the inner state of the teacher. Teaching a trick, to merely look at emotions, can certainly 
be helpful for people in their struggle to become free in the emotional realm, but it must not 
be forgotten that this detached observation is just a step. (Discovering) the parking lot itself is 
not the solution for life – life that Wants to be Lived, Wholly. 

 
In spite of the hidden claim of wholeness the teacher is divided in Two parts, like 

other people: in High and Low. The High starts from the 4th chakra up, the Low covers the 
first 3 chakras or life spheres. The Division into Two parts represents and shows well the 
general Duality people are living in and as. There is the grosser life and the subtler realms of 
life. Usually there is a form of separation (more or less) present between all the life spheres, 
not just between the 3rd and 4th chakra or life sphere. ‘Wholeness’ could be defined as a ‘state’ 
in which there are no (structural, permanent, unseen) obstacles between different life spheres, 
so that the Heart (the Whole) always rules, and ‘the part’ cannot take over. As soon as a part 
(any, more or less separate, life sphere) stands out and blocks other life spheres from 
participating simultaneously, an interest comes into existence. If this interest is not Seen and 
given back to the Whole, ego shows up and starts to defend that interest in the dark. 

An interest that is usually hidden in teachers is sexual interest: sexual interest in a 
pupil (or more pupils) or in general. If a teacher, as usual, is not Fully Present in the Lower 
Spheres of Life (and I don’t mean energetically present but Consciously as the Heart Itself)  – 
in this case in the sexual sphere – confusion rooted in the dark (or rooted in the seeming but 
hidden conflict between Light and Dark) can come into existence. In principle a teacher can 
just respond to sexual interest of other human beings – call them pupils or however. Teacher 
or no teacher, there is no inherent natural reason to be cramped about sexuality, to copy the 
religious cramp of old regarding this. But as long as the division between High and Low is 
there, as long as the Light from Above doesn’t Freely Shine and Radiate Down into the 
Lower realms of life the teacher develops in the dark an interest in possible sexuality. In itself 
this seems not the end of the world, of course. But well, if one takes Bringing Love Down 
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into the Earthly Realm seriously, if this Love is on Its Way to sooner or later Overrule and 
Outshine Sexuality, to ‘Restore’ a Deeper Natural Order in Which Man’s Love of the Heart is 
the First and Woman’s Sexuality (Representing (the continuation of) Form) the Second 
Principle, then we cannot deny it being of importance. 

Let’s put it mildly: you will have a hard time finding a teacher whose sexuality has 
been totally Freed in the Heart, whose Heart Shines Freely Down into the second, 
sexual, chakra, or even further down into the first chakra. Most teachers will never meet this 
inner state (or Realization) simply because they started Down and ‘worked’, practiced or 
‘realized’ themselves a way Up to the Higher realms of existence. This way the Process is 
done by themselves. At the root of the uplifting process of development into the subtler 
realms of existence there is the ego at the helm. The ‘part’, however, can never become the 
Whole – unless it would totally Give up on itself and wholly Surrender into and only Serve 
the Whole, the Heart, the Heart that was always Already as It Is and Worked-Felt Itself a Way 
Down into the Matter, the Heart in human form. 

Very different – and rare – is the situation that the teacher Works Top Down, Being 
Heart Already. He is strictly speaking not a teacher but a Heart. In principle he’s not the best 
teacher if it’s about showing how to work yourself a way Up into the subtler spiritual realms 
because this was not his way – and he Sees the pointlessness of it. On the other hand, the 
Down-Top teachers can, in principle, only teach the way of ego, how to realize or get 
something of the subtler realms for yourself. The Treasure Itself, the Heart Itself cannot be 
taught, and never be Internalized nor Lived without having Surrendered to the ‘teacher’ who 
(or, rather, the Heart Which) Goes Top-Down. The Surrender is not to a person but to the 
Heart Itself, if Recognized as Such. 

This distinction between Down-Top teachers and Top-Down-‘teachers’ makes it 
easier understandable why most teachers are not interested in the Dark (and the Heart-
‘teacher’, on the other hand, is). The Down-Top teacher tried to find ways of how to escape 
from the ‘nasty’ Lower Dark Realms of life, or at least cheer them up with the addition of 
subtler realms where one can in general feel (much) better. If he or she has succeeded in this 
respect he or she has the impulse to show this to others who become his or her pupils if, 
indeed, he or she puts this impulse into practice and becomes a teacher. 

As said earlier, there is very much difference between teachers and it certainly does 
not show the whole range, the whole picture, to just divide teachers in two kinds. Yet, for a 
general understanding of the work of teachers it is good to bear in mind this distinction: does 
the teacher offer a way to something, something that seems attractive for the pupil? Or 
does he offer the Heart Itself – and therefore himself in case the Heart has been Realized as 
Such, as the Source and End of everything Beyond any possible way, Beyond ego on its way? 
The first way is not possible without ego – even though the ego, in the course of a serious 
process, can be Seen more and more and in detail. The second mode is in principle Egoless 
from the beginning. Yet, necessarily, or at least in order to be of any value for the earth and its 
people, the Heart That Goes into the world has to Learn the Ego from within. It does this by 
going into Close Relationship to meet the other Side of the Coin: the ego, the heartless, self-
interests, self-obsession, love being a desirable instead of (the Core of) Life Itself. 
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Having said that it is understandable why teachers who work Down-Top are not much 
interested in exploring the Dark – and usually not at all – this doesn’t mean that they can 
Realize Life in its Wholeness without this exploration, without Consciously Feeling the 
inherently Painful Lower Realms of Life. And, honestly, without having done so they cannot 
be of much (if any) value as a teacher, at least not if we talk about Truth, about showing Truth 
to people. 

One thing that the teacher of more courage will find there in the Dark is craziness. 
Certainly if the Body is more Open, if the Heart-contact with the world, with people, is 
intense (enough), a lot of craziness can be (consciously) met, experienced, in its many 
variations. If the teacher doesn’t detect and allow this craziness it will have a hold on him in 
the dark. As with everything, you better be aware of it. Then you’re not an unconscious slave 
of it. But again, admitting craziness as an inseparable part of existence is not very popular 
among teachers. They rather show or try to guide you to a place where there is harmony 
instead of craziness. As a saviour in the storm they try to guide you to a safe haven instead of 
showing the storm. Nevertheless, and below the social face of the teacher, if he doesn’t detect, 
tackle, release, Transcend the (Force of) craziness inside he is crazy. It is as with a physical 
disease: if the symptoms don’t manifest (yet) – for instance because they are repressed by the 
use of medicines – the body can be sick anyway. What you’re not Conscious of is what you 
become. Teachers are no exception to this rule. If one doesn’t hold the Mirror of 
Consciousness in front of ‘the devil’ he cannot burn. ‘Officially’ there is no crazy one, 
because the higher social values are shown, but in the dark craziness is ruling and having its 
continuous effect on the one who is unconsciously divided into two, into sanity and craziness. 

In a logical continuation of this subject, it would not be bad if teachers cleansed 
‘themselves’ again and again – if not constantly (which, admittedly, is not very practical). 
Cleansing of Body and Consciousness is necessary throughout one’s life. There is no stable 
Clean State where you can retire and rest. Life, real life at least, is (also) chaotic, dynamic, 
heavy and dirty. In fact, the more you Allow it Consciously, the heavier it gets. If the teacher 
doesn’t catch up by means of ‘cleansing’ he will increasingly become stuck – energetically, 
but it also affects the (un-)clarity of his consciousness – whether he notices this or not. The 
more Conscious one is in the Earthly Realm, the more Open the Body and the more Heart is 
involved, the more cleansing is needed. It is hard work, though in principle not impossible to 
(sort of) keep up with by cleansing, but the teacher must always keep a close and most 
intimate watch on what he takes in or associates with in contact with the world. If it threatens 
to overburden and outbalance the capacity of cleansing one better stop teaching for a while 
before there has been enough Space allowed to be able to cope with the next series of 
inflictions. 

Cleansing has two major components. Both are needed: energetic cleansing as well as 
cleansing of Consciousness. In the best case scenario they work together. There are really 
many ways of energetic cleansing, most of which never impressed me at all. Some radical 
ones can, in principle, work quite well, like for instance some of the Osho-meditations. It is 
problematic though that usually the ego is, still, somewhere involved, if only as the one who 
starts the whole thing, the cleanse, who thinks it is good to do the cleanse. Then again, strictly 
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speaking it is not impossible that while doing the intense cleanse or meditation something 
beyond the ego takes over and one is totally into it, that the doer is gone. To mention another 
way of more radical cleansing: (consciously) shouting now and then can be very helpful in 
releasing stubborn forms that want to permanently settle themselves in the Body. The more 
the Body takes over the shouting from the ‘I’, the better. 

The only ‘way’ that can do the cleanse selflessly is no way in fact. It is rather finding 
Nature again – if it is noticed that Nature seemed to increasingly slip through our fingers in 
our contact with the world. The teacher can, for instance, allow bodily movements that want 
to manifest spontaneously. He can allow strange faces to take the shape they want by 
themselves. Allowing spontaneous mimicking of people who have been absorbed in one’s 
energy-consciousness is a good way of cleansing. He can allow sounds to come out 
spontaneously – including what seems to be craziness. Allowing spontaneous tendencies can 
be effective as a counter egoic force. The ego wants to have control over everything in the 
human being, including the body. Usually – and teachers are certainly no exception to this – 
the ego has a firm grip on the body of people. In the Dark, unnoticed, it appropriates the body. 
The ego, however, cannot stand and is helpless against Deeper Nature. If the movements that 
it secretly blocked are felt and allowed, the body can be liberated again from the grip of Ego. 

In general it can be said that if ‘negativity’ (in whatever form it reaches you) doesn’t 
get a – conscious – form, it fucks you up more and more. Not so many teachers have and 
take the Freedom to spontaneously give ‘strange’ forms to what is considered 
‘negativity’ in accordance with what has reached them in this respect. I don’t mean to say 
that this limitation is only there while they are teaching. The same un-freedom is there when 
they are alone or with intimates or a partner. 

Consciousness is the ‘Boss of’ or is Primary to Energy. Indeed, the teacher must 
become aware of natural tendencies to free himself energetically, to cleanse his Body. If 
Consciousness is strongly Present, many energetic movements do not have to manifest any 
more. Feeling the tendency is enough. But, Consciousness and Energy – or: Man and Woman 
– can work well together, as I have said. One form of cleansing in this respect is to allow the 
pupil (or anyone who has been met) to take shape in your own body as teacher. You don’t 
have to decide who you will meditate to find some relief, to go and feel through some form of 
a process. If the energetic tendencies are allowed, the (material) mirror will often show who is 
being meditated – or thoughts about someone arise spontaneously. Seeing the face of another 
person in one’s own, being aware of who is ‘inside’, can already be a part of the cleansing 
that usually needs to proceed further, however. Again, spontaneous imitation of pupils or 
transmitters of Unconsciousness is, from the perspective of both cleansing and the Egoless 
Truth much preferable above trying to imitate. Mimicry is a natural Process anyway – 
Consciousness Taking the shape(s) of Unconsciousness, of Form – so specific attempts to 
imitate are not really necessary. It is rather that the teacher or master must be aware of this 
natural tendency: if so, he has the freedom to in apt moments – for example in his personal 
retreats – allow the spontaneous mimicry rather than blocking it. If someone is very, if not 
wholly, One with the pupils, with the ones to be meditated, then mimicry or becoming them 
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in a more obvious way, cannot be prevented anyway, also not during a retreat with 
participants. 

Mimicry or imitation has got nothing to do with ridiculing someone: it is not about 
one or more individuals but rather a process of allowing, becoming (part of) a Force. 
Nonetheless, often a freeing laugh appears when the imitation, the mirroring, hits the mark, 
when an appropriate if not perfect form has been given to the ‘borrowed’ form that so far 
wanted or needed to live its existence in the dark, in Unconsciousness. It should be 
emphasized that spontaneous mimicry is for the teacher (or anyone) not just a way of 
cleansing himself, but it is part of a Deeper Process of giving Form to Consciousness in the 
earthly Realm of Form, of Manifesting Consciousness in the Realm where Unconsciousness 
seemed to rule so far. 

 It would be relieving if teachers openly showed the cleansing process – which is often 
heavy – during the teaching, satsang or retreat. It were good if there would be no shade of 
pretence that the whole setting of teaching and learning happens in some clean vacuum with 
no consequences to the body (or various energetic bodies). The more Bodily Conscious the 
teacher is, the more it shows how very heavy the work is – at least if the Heart is involved and 
there’s not just a stone showing other stones how to un-stone itself. Many teachers, 
nonetheless, claim they like teaching. This means that they are not so very sensitive and 
haven’t gone so deeply (yet) into the human suffering. When I give a retreat, already on the 
first day of it – or sometimes, when heavy ‘karma’ is felt to be coming through one or more 
participants, already before it started – I count the days: how many to go still till the end. I 
love giving retreats and certainly all the people who are there, but it’s very heavy… In no way 
it is possible for a teacher’s Body to catch up during a retreat with everything it associated 
with – at least if he or she is aware of and present in the Lower Realms of Life. Otherwise, 
without this Lower Awareness, it is impossible either, but then he just doesn’t notice that his 
body gets fucked up while teaching about the Light. 

In general it can be said, as has been outlined earlier, that by far the most teachers 
have no realistic overview over the important, fundamental role of Pain in the Spiritual 
Process, even though, again, there are certainly differences in teachers, also in this respect. 
The ones who are most serious are usually also the ones who will come across the most pain – 
pain in whatever form it can make itself known to us, not only in the physical sense. But they 
are also the ones who can deal best with it. The pain doesn’t stay grumbling somewhere 
below the surface but is felt just as it is, with the nail on the head. The deeper you descend 
into reality, into Duality, the harder it gets. Any volunteers, teachers? 

If Pain is not a fundamental part of the teaching you can safely throw away the 
teaching. If a teacher hasn’t thoroughly met and investigated and actually felt the Painful 
Side of Life, it is plainly ridiculous that he or she sits on the stage. He is just telling a story. 
Not to blame him: if people buy a ticket to hear a story, then the teacher is there to serve – 
serve the ego, but anyway. 

Still, it’s very confusing for people if the teacher seems to or is supposed to or even 
claims to have realized the Truth and still, obviously or not, has an ego – the ego that secretly 
chooses against pain, against the Painful Side of Life, that splits us into Two that way, the 
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ego that wants to help people overcoming their pain, because the teacher himself cannot really 
accept it and is not Free in it in himself. If he really, totally accepted pain as one of the Two 
fundamental sides of life, he would grant everybody their pain, stop trying to solve the 
supposed ‘problem’. But then again, he is paid and admired for being able to solve the 
problem that pain seems to be for humanity. He is in splits here. 

It is confusing if the teacher preaches the Light and in the Dark does other things that 
seem not to be in accordance with the teaching. What to do, the Lower impulses need to find 
their way out, into life, they need to find a form, need to be lived. And then you get a scandal 
when it comes out – at least when, indeed, the behaviour gets too far from the teaching, or 
from the normal morality. Any teacher, religion, or path that does not wholly include the Dark 
in the teaching – especially the Lower, usually Unconscious, realms and segments of life – 
has this problem. It is unavoidable. Well, there will be trouble anyway, whether one is 
exceptionally including the Dark in the teaching or not. 

Usually the standard (for himself, or the standard of the path) is (much) too high for 
the teacher. He cannot live up to that. To avoid too much inner dissonance his consciousness 
partly turns away from his inner tendencies and actual behaviour and he half-consciously 
hopes he gets away with it. But what can you expect? If the Dark still rules, if you never went 
into it to gain Clarity there, how can you live the Light (side) – other than in a schizophrenic 
way? How can a teacher actually live what his consciousness is talking about to pupils, if 
there is no Clarity in himself? Or if the teaching and the distorted consciousness are built on a 
morass of wrong, unrealistic suppositions born out of the womb of Ego? 

There is no individual in the end, no individual ego, no person. The filter through 
which Consciousness is reaching the teacher is not his. The filter is (part of) a Force. If the 
teacher only or mainly explored the Higher Realms of existence, in the best case he found in 
the end there is no ‘me’ Up there. Yet, if he hasn’t descended in the Lower Realms of life as 
well, then this uncomfortable feeling of a ‘me’ messing around ‘down there’ and wanting this 
and that, stays there. If he really Descends into the Painful Realm of life, he will find and be 
relieved to find that there is no ‘me’ to be found in (what was previously) the Dark either. 
There is always a constellation of Forces active. To call that combination or constellation of 
Forces a ‘me’ would be rather confusing and deluding. 

It’s not a ‘me’ who is jealous, not a ‘me’ who has to sustain itself in the material 
world. There is no one who has hunger. There is no ‘me’ who feels like taking revenge. There 
is no ‘me’ who wants to fuck a woman or a man. What arrogance to believe that it is ‘me’ 
who wants sex. There’s no ‘me’ who possibly enjoys having influence or power. It’s all 
Force(s). The Force of ‘self’ is a Force. There is no one doing this, this ‘me’. There is no one 
pulling at the strings. But this is not to say that the teacher can let the ‘me’-Force rule or act 
unSeen in the Dark. It can be Seen just like any form of manifestation of a Force. 

However, nowadays quite some spiritually minded people – including teachers – 
deny the ‘me’-Force, while it is not at all Seen yet in all details to be there. They rather 
flip over to the other side and define themselves to Be That, to Be Selfless. (And they may 
start to use capitals in their writings, without real lived Understanding of the personal and the 
Impersonal, but rather to simply and safely copy and to impress.) First the ‘me’ needs to be 
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Seen, however – and thoroughly – before the whole idea of the Selfless makes sense. 
Defining is easy. Thoroughly entering the Dark (of the self) is something completely 
different. (Alternatively, the other side of identifying with the Selfless, teachers may all too 
easily ‘admit’ the existence of ‘self’ in themselves – ‘of course, here is a self and an ego’ – 
while never having really entered the cesspit.) Teaching the Selfless for instance, the teacher 
can easily teach what seems to have proven itself earlier, as part of a tradition for instance. In 
reality there is no proof. The whole tradition can be wrong – and even if some parts of it 
were right, serious deep deep self-investigation cannot be avoided if one is destined to be a 
teacher who has something real to give, something substantial, something of the Heart that 
has been Touched by the Pain of the earth(ly realm), that Knows directly, not via a dead 
roundabout of the tradition or teaching. 

That way, the Innermost way, what happens often with teachers can be avoided: they 
have no idea what they are talking about – or even what they’re doing. Giving a deeksha, 
for instance… Who, which deeksha giver, really Knows what he or she is doing – except for 
having a vague notion or strong belief that you are doing something good for someone else? 
Teachers have learned something, taken over ways of how to view reality, a perspective. 
Again, and not by accident, I use here the example of talking about relationships. There is 
almost no teacher to be found who has ever said something sensible about this – and they 
cannot, for they don’t Understand a iota of Duality for they have never actually, Consciously, 
Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily, Been into it. They have thought and possibly ‘even’ felt 
things around it. And still they have the gall to speak or even teach about it. They ‘heal’ 
relationships of people, while not understanding their own. They bless you and your partner, 
while they have no idea what they’re doing nor who you are. They give you a ‘spiritual’ hug 
without knowing what is inside and what is being transmitted. The list is endless. 

Considering the fact that (most) teachers have no idea what they are actually doing, it 
is not superfluous to still mention the following. The same arrogance and ignorance that lead 
the teacher to the stage, also brings them to another, not irrelevant, behaviour: interfering in 
people’s lives. It’s not that people’s lives are holy or should happen in a safe fishbowl – 
influence of the outside is not only unavoidable and natural, it is also desired. Anyhow, it is a 
normal human tendency in most people to look up to the teacher. The mere fact of someone 
sitting on the stage and speaking for many listeners is enough to awaken this tendency to be 
impressed, to believe what is said as true, or even the tendency to surrender to the one who is 
supposed or seems to Know, who touches the deeper inner human level in us that Wants to 
Return into and Be Part of the One again. Supposing the supposed intelligence of the teacher 
has no limits – also not in areas where, obviously, the teacher is not qualified at all – people, 
during a public meeting or in a more private setting, start asking the teacher what they should 
do in their life in certain situations. This is in no way up to the teacher. The teacher better 
think twice before he falls for the temptation to answer. 

Many teachers do not manage to withstand the temptation. There are also teachers, 
however, who, in their human drive to have influence in the world, in the actual lives of 
people, cannot wait till a request comes from a pupil or whoever and, on their own initiative, 
start to interfere and mess around with people’s lives. ‘Teaching’ has become a disease here, a 
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cancer that has no inner counter-force or compass any more to be stopped. I’ve seen teachers 
advising people, for instance, to split up with their partner – because this would be better for 
them, for their spiritual development, or morally just. But teachers can – and do – advise all 
kinds of things to pupils supposedly for their own good. In extreme (but not infrequent) cases 
the ‘advice’ is almost or actually an order. Even in less extreme cases, many people follow the 
advice or directions of a teacher not to fall out of his grace. The issue of having power, 
influence, control, is not an easy one to handle for most teachers. One cannot expect a teacher 
to behave if he has no Clarity in himself in this subject. It’s not bad, to say the least, to, as a 
teacher, wholly dive into this subject, to feel all there is to feel about it, to be aware of how it 
feels when a pupil asks you something, feel also what it does to you and the pupil when he or 
she takes the answer seriously and is obviously influenced by it – instead of merely 
concentrating on giving a right answer and on manipulating the supposed truth into the 
questioner. Does it feel nice, satisfactory, noticing that you have influence? Or do you 
perhaps somewhere feel incapable, in fact, of truly helping and guiding someone – and you 
just try something, because there is a question, a call for guidance? 

As mentioned earlier, usually there is an egoically based play going on between 
questioner and answerer, between the one who does not (seem to) know, who does not want 
to Feel the truth directly, and the one who knows or is supposed to know. There is a silent 
contract about who the teacher is and who the apprentice. It could have been the other way 
round, but for now things had gone this way. 

Instead of becoming the pupil, whole-heartedly and whole-bodily feeling the 
pupil from inside in a direct way, the teacher starts to ‘help’ the pupil from outside, as 
an ‘other’. This way of helping that is considered totally normal in the world, is in fact a 
form of manipulation. But there are two needed for the play. In his turn, the questioner, the 
one who is officially ignorant, tries to manipulate the teacher to give an answer. No advice is 
True, however. No answer is True. No question either. No demand for help either. 

Talking about manipulation, almost all teachers have some kind of a message, 
whether or not in a hidden way – usually openly. But if a teacher truly Realized Reality as It 
Is, how then can there be a message, for heaven’s sake? Obviously, a message can only be 
there if, unconsciously or half-consciously, one wants to push people and reality in a certain, 
favourite direction. This is manipulation. Officially this is not a crime – if so, the whole world 
would consist of criminals – but, it is not Truthful either. And one can seriously question if 
one should be a teacher if he or she hasn’t Consciously met, Seen and surrendered the 
manipulator in himself. Why should the manipulators sit on the stage and sell their messages, 
their products, their favourite direction into which reality should develop itself? How many 
manipulators would still sit there if there was not any form of reward for their messages and 
spiritual products? ‘The person’ with its hope for reward is part of the Dark and is also sitting 
there, right under the message, the message of the Light. 

 
There is a considerable devaluation of spirituality going on nowadays. In the spiritual 

scene the same happens what also happened to psychology, for instance. Everybody can 
become a psychotherapist nowadays, only because you(r unstopped ego) chose it as a 
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profession, because you have passed your examinations. People who are very much mixed up 
themselves give therapy to other people, trying to help them – and are paid, paid for this 
attempt. (Behind the scene, however – and I have met and known enough psychotherapists to 
say this, without judging it – most are not really interested in the people they officially try to 
help.) Just so, but without having to pass exams, everybody can nowadays become a spiritual 
teacher. Why not? Who cares? We live in the epoch of ego in which everybody can do what 
he or she wants at any moment. Truth seems to be the big loser in this respect. It also 
constantly chuckles, however. It sees all the egos that are cosily busy with their ‘shop’, trying 
to combine the higher (spiritual) values with the needs of the lower parts. It is clear that 
when the possibility of earning money with spirituality were not there, the number of teachers 
would be much and much less, even though there are certainly more motives involved in 
starting to teach. 

The best teacher is no teacher but a human – not denying here that some teachers 
show a humanness and beauty that goes far beyond what can be found in average people. But, 
indeed, those teachers have gone and felt deeper into the human reality, and are not so busy 
with being a teacher. They don’t play a role. In principle, everything that can be taught goes 
against humanness. Taking the position of being a ‘teacher’ – on the grounds of one’s 
realization, tradition, or egoic longing – fixes a teacher, locks him or her up. The teacher can 
relax, however. There is nothing to teach. It is always the state of one’s Heart – the 
teacher’s or anyone’s Heart – that is being ‘taught’ or, rather, sent out, radiated, 
transmitted. Many many words can be used but nothing can be changed here in this respect. 
Even a powerful, impressive (and, possibly, deluding) Consciousness cannot change this fact. 

What is also relaxing for the teacher is that he or she doesn’t have to worry that sooner 
or later he or she will be unmasked, identified as a phoney, as a pupil who learned his lessons 
and now teaches the same to new pupils. He doesn’t need to worry, for everything is Seen 
already by the Eye of Truth. 


